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Abstract: We study plasmonic properties of highly doped InP in the mid-infrared (IR) range.
InP was grown by metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) with the growth conditions
optimized to achieve high free electron concentrations by doping with silicon. The
permittivity of the grown material was found by fitting the calculated infrared reflectance
spectra to the measured ones. The retrieved permittivity was then used to simulate surface
plasmon polaritons (SPPs) propagation on flat and structured surfaces, and the simulation
results were verified in direct experiments. SPPs at the top and bottom interfaces of the grown
epilayer were excited by the prism coupling. A high-index Ge hemispherical prism provides
efficient coupling conditions of SPPs on flat surfaces and facilitates acquiring their dispersion
diagrams. We observed diffraction into symmetry-prohibited diffraction orders stimulated by
the excitation of surface plasmon-polaritons in a periodically structured epilayer.
Characterization shows good agreement between the theory and experimental results and
confirms that highly doped InP is an effective plasmonic material aiming it for applications in
the mid-IR wavelength range.
© 2016 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (160.0160) Materials; (160.6000) Semiconductor materials; (050.1950) Diffraction gratings;
(240.6680) Surface plasmons; (250.5403) Plasmonics.
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1. Introduction
Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) are surface waves confined to the interface between a
dielectric and conductive materials as a result of coupling of an external electromagnetic field
with the collective oscillation of free conduction electrons. Mathematical descriptions of these
phenomena date back to early 1900’s, but it was not until the middle of the 20th century when
the experimental observations were linked to the theory [1]. Boosted by advances in
nanofabrication techniques, the field of plasmonics was reborn in the second half of the 20th
century [2]. Publication of Ebbesen et al. [3] in 1998 on extraordinary optical transmission
propelled the interest to this field, and plasmonics quickly became one of the main research
topics in nanophotonics due to broad potential applications. Unique properties of SPPs such
as the subwavelength spatial confinement and high sensitivity of the dispersion to the
surrounding dielectric material are exploited in subwavelength waveguides [4], surface
plasmon lasers (spasers) [5], photovoltaics [6], optical superlenses [7] and plasmonic sensors
[8].
Similar to the cases of visible and near-infrared regions, mid-IR plasmonics can contribute
to many applications by means of intensely localized electric field at the interface and
enhanced light-matter interactions. Plasmonics for the mid-IR wavelength region offers
unique functionalities for thermal imaging, due to the peak emission wavelength for the
temperatures ranging from 200 to 1400 K and the atmospheric transmission window both
lying in the mid-IR. There are perspective chemo-sensing applications [9–12] owing to the
fact that many molecules have vibrational and rotational absorption bands which can serve as
fingerprints to detect and determine molecular species in this wavelength range. Moreover,
the fast growing field of graphene plasmonics and related 2D materials operates in this
wavelength regime as well [13, 14].
Traditionally noble metals are used as plasmonic materials due to their abundant free
electrons in the conduction band. However, their large real and imaginary parts of the
permittivity, especially in the infrared range, result in high loss and weak confinement to the
surface. Apart from these material shortcomings, technological limitations pose an obstacle to
integrating metals in conventional CMOS fabrication processes. During the last several years,
alternative plasmonic materials such as conductive oxides, polar materials, graphene and
doped semiconductors have become an emerging research field [11, 15–18]. Each group of
alternatives has its own preferential wavelength range due to the available free carrier
concentrations and mobilities. Semiconductors benefit from lower optical losses resulting
from their high mobilities [19], drastic tunability of plasmonic properties via doping, the
possibility of active control of the carrier concentration by charge depletion [20] and full
CMOS compatibility. In this regard doped Si [21, 22], Ge [23], InAs:Si [24], InGaAsBi:Si
[25] and InAsSb:Si [26] have been challenged for plasmonic properties.
InP as a direct bandgap III-V semiconductor is one of the most common materials in
optoelectronic applications which has the advantages of easy integration and being
compatible with conventional III-V optoelectronic devices and their fabrication processes.
The InP based material system is conventionally used for telecom applications at 1300 and
1550 nm wavelengths. However, in spite of being the workhorse of the telecom photonics,
literature on plasmonic properties of InP is scarce. Very recently, Cada et al. have used
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy together with Raman scattering
measurements to determine the plasma frequency of heavily doped InP [27]. However, to the
best of authors’ knowledge, a rigorous analysis of the plasmonic properties of doped InP
including the growth conditions, permittivity function restoration, characterization and direct
experimental observation of SPPs has not been presented in the literature. This constitutes the
goal of our publication.
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2. Growth and dielectric function of highly doped InP
2.1 Growth
Two samples with 3 µm and 400 nm thick InP:Si epilayers were grown using different growth
conditions on single-side polished (1 0 0) InP:S substrates by low pressure MOVPE. The
precursors for phosphorus, indium and silicon were phosphine (PH3), trimethylindium (TMIn)
and disilane (Si2H6) respectively. The growth conditions, namely the substrate temperature,
phosphorus to indium precursors’ molar ratio and the disilane flux were optimized resulting
in the high free carrier concentration.
At low growth temperatures the carrier concentration is limited by the decomposition
efficiency of disilane, which is exponentially dependent on temperature, therefore increasing
the temperature results in higher carrier concentrations up to around 610°C. Above this
temperature nearly all disilane molecules are dissociated, and the resulting carrier
concentration becomes independent of the substrate temperature. The electron concentration
is known to have a very slight proportionality with PH3 to TMIn molar ratio (V/III ratio)
especially in temperatures higher than 610°C [28]. Increasing the disilane flux increases the
electron concentration up to the threshold point, above which silicon clusters start forming on
top of the sample leading to a rough surface [29].
Considering the above-mentioned conditions, the growth was carried out at an overall
chamber pressure of 60 Torr for both samples with growth conditions summarized in Table 1.
The resulting free electron concentrations in the grown epilayers measured by
electrochemical capacitance-voltage (ECV) profilometry are given in the last column. The
free electron concentration of the substrates of sample 1 and sample 2 are also measured to be
5.4 × 1018 cm−3 and 1.5 × 1018 cm−3 respectively.
Table 1. Optimized growth conditions of the samples
Sample
No.
1
2

Growth
temperature [°C]
610
610

V/III
ratio
142
125

Disilane
flux [SCCM]
90
50

Free carrier
concentration [cm−3]
3.15 × 1019
2.7 × 1019

2.2 Dielectric function
The dielectric function of a material is the key to understand its optical and in particular
plasmonic features. In this subsection we present the experimentally determined dielectric
function of the grown highly doped InP. Further on, it is used to simulate excitation of SPPs
on the surface of the samples.
The normal-incidence reflection spectrum for the epilayer-substrate system was calculated
theoretically using the intensity transfer matrix method [30]. The purpose of this method is to
get rid of the Fabry-Perot interference fringes from the 350 µm thick substrate while retaining
the fringes originated from the epilayer. In this way, theoretically calculated reflectance
spectra will resemble the experimental ones, in which fringes from the substrate will be
negligibly weak mainly due to the deviations from ideal conditions such as the rough back
side of the wafer, etc. The Drude-Lorentz (D-L) dielectric function was used for analytical
description of the InP permittivty. The Drude term typically accounts for the free electrons
contribution to the optical response, and Lorentzians account for the contribution of phonons:


ω p2 
S j ω 2f , j
+
.
(1)

2
2
 ω 2 + iωγ  

 j ω f , j − ω − iωΓ j
Here ε ∞ , ω p , γ and i are the high-frequency dielectric constant, plasma frequency,

ε (ω ) = ε ∞ 1 −

electrons plasma damping and the imaginary unit ( −1 ) respectively. S j , ω f , j and Γ j are the
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strength, resonance frequency and damping for the jth Lorentzian oscillator respectively,
describing a phonon absorption at frequency ω f , j .
Reflection from both the substrate wafers and the grown samples was measured for a
near-normal angle of incidence (12°) between 3 µm and 40 µm wavelengths using VERTEX
70 FTIR spectrometer from Bruker. The spectra were normalized to the reflection from the
aluminum mirror of the spectrometer’s sample holder. The measurements were carried out at
five different points of the samples in order to get statistically supported results.
Afterwards the calculated reflection spectra of the substrates were fitted to the
experimental data in order to find the parameters of the D-L dielectric functions for the
substrates. The fitting was done using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [31], weighted
with the inverse of the standard error for each measured point. These parameters were taken
into account to fit the dielectric function parameters for the grown epilayers (Table 2). In all
cases ε ∞ is considered to have a constant value equal to 9.55 [32].
Table 2. Fitted parameters of the D-L dielectric function
Sample No.
1 (epilayer)
1 (substrate)
2 (epilayer)
2 (substrate)

S1 Γ j [THz] ω f , j [THz] γ
3.83
2.62
1.91
2.8

0.036
0.05
0.048
0.01

9.13
9.09
9.09
9.15

[THz]
2.76
2.17
2.82
2.16

ωp

[THz]
39.27
17.3
40.47
11.49

Figure 1 shows the reflectance spectra of the grown samples and bare substrates. As it can
be seen from the figure, in case of highly doped InP, only one Lorentzian term is pronounced
and others are overshadowed by the plasma resonance. Based on the retrieved parameters of
the D-L model and Eq. (1), we plotted in Fig. 2 the complex permittivity and refractive index
of samples 1, 2 and their substrates. The low doped InP (sample 2 substrate) becomes
plasmonic at the wavelength λp = 22.7 µm as its permittivity turns negative [Fig. 2(a)]. The
crossover wavelength of highly doped InP (sample 2 epilayer) can be shifted to the shorter
wavelength λp = 7.4 µm, demonstrating the range for possible tuning of plasmonic properties
through the carrier concentration control.

Fig. 1. Measured (dotted) and fitted (solid) reflectance spectra from bare substrates (left) and
grown samples (right).
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Fig. 2. (a) Real and (b) imaginary parts of the permittivities, (c) real and (d) imaginary parts of
refractive indices of sample 1 (blue solid lines), 2 (blue dashed lines), substrate of the sample 1
(red solid lines) and the substrate of the sample 2 (red dashed lines) from Table 2.

Fig. 3. (a) Real and (b) imaginary part of the permittivities of InP:Si (sample 1) from Table 2
as well as n- ( λp = 4.47 µm) and p-doped Si ( λp = 5.75 µm) [22], n-InSb ( λp = 6.84 µm and

λ p = 10.21 µm) [33], and n-InAs with λ p = 8.5 µm and λp = 10.1 µm [34]. (c) propagation
length, Lp , (d) localization, δ spp , (e) figure of merit, Re ( ε )2 / Im ( ε ) and (f) figure of merit,

Lp / δ spp in comparison with other doped semiconductors.
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The dispersion relation for SPPs propagating at the interface between two media with
opposite signs of the real parts of the dielectric functions ε m and ε d (e.g. a highly doped
semiconductor and air) is given by
k spp = k0

ε mε d
εm + εd

(2)

where k0 = ω and c is the speed of light [2].
c
Propagation length of surface plasmons L p , is given by

(

Lp = 2 Im  kspp 

)

−1

.

(3)
Localization (confinement factor) in air δ d and in doped semiconductor δ m are given by

(

2
δ d / m = 2π k spp
− ε d / m k02

)

−1

.

(4)
The total SPP localization is defined as δ spp = δ d + δ m . To compare data reported for
different doped semiconductors for mid-IR plasmonics, we plotted in Fig. 3 the complex
permittivities, propagation lengths of surface plasmons, its localization, and figures of merit
(FOMs). We use two figures of merits defined [35] as
FOM1 = L p / δ spp

(5)

FOM 2 = Re ( ε ) / Im ( ε )

(6)

2

in order to quantify the tradeoff between the confinement and propagation loss.
The real part of the doped InP permittivity is more or less comparable with those of other
semiconductors [Fig. 3(a)]. It means that InP:Si plasmonic behavior is similar to that of InAs
[34] in terms of the value of permittivity and operating wavelength. The imaginary part in
turn, is quite low as shown in Fig. 3(b).
From Fig. 3(c), we can see that the SPP propagation length for InP:Si is among the longest
for doped semiconductors with λp in the 4.47-10.1 μm range, confirming that doped InP
exhibits low absorption in this wavelength range. The localization degree is comparable to
other doped semiconductors [Fig. 3(d)]. Both FOMs for InP:Si are among the largest for the
wavelengths λ > 10 µm thanks to the smaller imaginary part of the permittivity with similar
levels of doping [Figs. 3(e) and 3(f)]. If we take into account the position of plasma
wavelength λp, doped InP exhibits a superior plasmonic performance for the mid-IR regime (λ
> 10 µm) compared to semiconductors with λp in the 4.47-8.5 μm range. Even two cases of nInAs and n-InSb with quite low plasma frequency (λp ≈10 μm) only partially overperform nInP in particular parts of the mid-IR spectrum, see FOMs in Figs. 3(e) and 3(f).
3. Surface plasmon-polaritons on highly doped InP surface

Since k spp > k 0 , SPPs cannot be excited directly by light beams incident from air, and phase
matching techniques for example, prism coupling or grating coupling, are required to provide
enough momentum for light to excite SPPs.
To elucidate the excitation of plasmons on the highly doped layer of InP:Si, in the socalled Otto-Kretschmann configuration we employ a high refractive index hemi-spherical
germanium prism ( n p = 4.0 ). The reflection spectra in such configuration were theoretically
analyzed using the transfer-matrix formalism [36]. In the analyzed configuration, a four-layer
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structure of Ge prism/Air gap/InP:Si/InP:S substrate was assumed as illustrated in Fig. 4(a).
The Drude-Lorentz model (1) with the sample 1 parameters for the epilayer and its substrate
was exploited.
In Fig. 4(b), numerical results are shown for TM-polarized incident light. The dispersion
of SPPs on air/InP:Si and InP:Si/InP:S substrate interfaces was calculated by using Eq. (2).
These dispersions are also plotted in Fig. 4(b) to give an insight into two kinds of plasmons
existing in our system, namely one supported at the air/InP:Si interface (blue diamonds) and
another at the InP:Si/InP:S (red circles) interface. From the dispersion of a semi-infinite
arrangement and the simulation of reflectance, we can deduce that for λ > 8 µm a SPP on the
air/InP:Si interface emerges until around λ = 14 µm, and from λ = 11 µm another SPP
supported at the InP:Si/InP:S substrate interface appears. Note that the second plasmon mode
disappears around λ = 15 µm because the permittivity of the InP substrate also becomes
negative at λ = 16.6 µm [Fig. 2(a)] and plasmons at the InP:Si/InP:S interface cannot be
supported anymore.
In our experimental setup based on the Otto-Kretschmann configuration [Fig. 4(a)], a
hemi-spherical Ge prism was placed on the sample with some air gap between the prism and
InP:Si layer. The thickness of the air gap dc = 400nm was evaluated by fitting the
experimental results with the simulated reflection spectra. The hemi-spherical Ge prism was
adopted for its high refractive index and transparency in the mid-infrared region. A wire-grid
polarizer was used in the FTIR setup in order to provide TM-polarized incident light, which
was focused on the structure through a parabolic mirror and the Ge prism. Incident light was
directed onto the surface with angle of incidence θ in which was manually controlled by using a
goniometer with the increment of 2°. Series of reflection spectra are joined to form a
reflectance map as shown in Fig. 4(c). Note that the critical angle between the Ge prism and
air is 14.47°, therefore the simulation and experiment were conducted well above this angle.

Fig. 4. (a) Illustration of Ge prism/Air gap/InP:Si/InP:S substrate structure with air gap of 400
nm and 400 nm thick InP:Si layer. (b) Simulated and (c) measured reflectance from the
structure under consideration. In (b), the dispersion of plasmons supported at the air gap/InP:Si
interface (blue diamond) and those at the InP:Si/InP:S substrate interface (red circle) are
shown to clarify the origin of two plasmons.
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The acquired reflection data as shown in Fig. 4(c) reproduces the theoretical predictions
for plasmons on two different interfaces, showing two corresponding reflection bands. All
measured reflection dips agree with the theoretical expectations in the wavelength range of λ
= 8 – 15 µm. Importantly, the agreement between the observed and theoretical expectations
demonstrates that the highly doped InP is an effective plasmonics material for the midinfrared region, as well as the validity of our fitting method to determine the permittivity of
the plasmonic layer. The difference between simulations and experiment in Figs. 4(b) and
4(c) is mainly due to the measurement uncertainties in the FTIR setup including inherent
noise of the system, angular uncertainty and polarization mixture at high angles of incidence.
Calculation of the beam path in the FTIR setup shows that there is an angular variation of
around ± 1.75° in the incident light beam which can widen the observed SPP coupling dips in
the reflectance spectra. In addition, even though only TM polarized light passes through the
polarizer at the input, a small portion of it will be converted to TE polarized light after
focusing by the parabolic mirrors of the FTIR reflection accessory. This effect, which is more
pronounced at bigger incident angles, will decrease the intensity of the SPP coupling dips in
the reflectance spectra.
4. Diffraction of light on highly doped InP grating

Diffraction of light from a periodic grating is governed by Bragg’s law
kout = mk g − kin ,

(7)

2π
are the wave vectors of the diffracted
Λ
wave, incident wave and grating respectively, Λ is the grating period and m is the diffraction
order. According to the efficiency of the diffraction orders [37] for a grating with a duty cycle
of 50% all even diffraction orders must vanish and m will be an odd integer.
On the other hand, light can couple to a SPP by the grating if the momentum matching
condition is satisfied [2]
where kout = k0 sin θout , kin = k0 sin θin and k g =

k spp = nk g + kin

(8)
As explained above, for a grating with a duty cycle of 50%, n will also be an odd integer.
The excited SPP wave can reversely be diffracted by the grating into free space, with a
wave vector given by
kout = mk g − k spp

(9)

Applying Eq. (8) in Eq. (9) yields a modified diffraction law [38]

kout = ( m − n ) k g − kin ,

(10)
where m − n is now an even integer. This manifests the emerging of even diffraction orders
banned by Bragg’s law. Such process, when prohibited diffraction orders are facilitated by
assistance of SPPs is currently considered as a very promising direction in sensing and new
grating functionalities [39,40].
Sample 2 was used to fabricate a diffraction grating with a period of 50 µm and duty cycle
of 50%. In this regard a SiO2 layer with a thickness of 187 nm was deposited on top of the
sample using plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) and patterned by
standard photolithography methods and dry etching, in order to serve as a mask for reactive
ion etching (RIE) of the InP. Afterwards, 2 µm of the InP epilayer was etched and the SiO2
mask was removed by wet etching in buffered hydrofluoric acid. In this way a 1 µm thick
highly doped InP:Si layer was kept under the 2 µm high grating in order to support SPP [Fig.
5].
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Fig. 5. SEM image of the fabricated grating structure, inset: simulated electric field map for

θin = 32



.

The FTIR setup with a wire grid polarizer was used to measure TM polarized light
reflected from the grating. The reflectance was normalized to the reflectance from plain
sample 2, and an aperture with 2 mm diameter was used to constrain the angular variation of
the focused incident beam. Measurements were repeated three times and then averaged for
each incidence angle in order to suppress the noise. Figure 6(a) shows the specular (mode 0)
reflectance map where the angle of incidence on the grating is swept from 14° to 46° with an
increment of 2°.
The reflectance spectra from the grating were simulated by the finite element method
(COMSOL Multiphysics 5.0 [41]) using the Drude-Lorentz dielectric function (1) and
parameters found in the previous section for sample 2 and its substrate together with periodic
boundary conditions in direction of the periods. The simulated reflection spectrum for each
incidence angle θin is actually the averaged reflection spectra from θ in − 1.75 to θ in + 1.75
with increments of 0.25° in order to imitate the angle uncertainty in the FTIR setup. As it is
shown in Fig. 6, the results exhibit good agreement between the simulations and experiment.
The dip starting from around 13 µm at θ in = 14 and continuing up to around 17.5 µm at

θ in = 46 shows the SPP coupling corresponding to n = 5 [(Eq. (8)] which is anti-crossed by
SPP coupling dips corresponding to n = 3 , n = 2 and n = 1 at 13 µm, 15 µm and 17 µm
respectively. The dip starting from around 11 µm at θ in = 14 and continuing up to around 13
µm at θ in = 46 shows the SPP coupling corresponding to n = 6 [Eq. (8)] which is anticrossed by SPP coupling dips corresponding to n = 3 and n = 2 at 11.5 µm and 12 µm
respectively. SPP coupling dips which happen at lower wavelengths are less pronounced due
to the fact that the real part of the permittivity has less contrast with the permittivity of air on
these wavelengths.
Figure 7(a) shows the simulated and measured specular reflection spectra for the angle of
incidence θ in = 32 . According to Eq. (8), at this angle, light couples to a SPP at λ = 15.45 µm
for n = 5 and according to Eq. (10), when the incident light couples to the SPP, the previously
vanishing mode m − n = −2 emerges as a reflected beam with θ out = 5 . Figure 7(b) shows the
simulated and measured reflected light at the output angle of 5°, apparently as mode −2. The
slight deviation between the SPP coupling wavelength predicted by Eq. (8) and
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Fig. 6. (a) Experimental and (b) simulated reflectance map from the grating

Fig. 7. (a) Mode 0 reflection from the grating. θin = −θout = 32 (b) mode −2 reflection from the
grating. θin = 32 and θout = 5 .

observed in the simulation and experiment is believed to be mainly due to the uncertainties in
the FTIR setup as explained in section 3, namely inherent noise of the system, angular
uncertainty and polarization conversion. These uncertainties which are an inseparable part of
FTIR diffraction experiments tend to diminish the SPP coupling features in the reflection
spectra from the grating as was observed before [40]. This also explains visible deviations in
the resonances parameters in simulations and characterization in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). The
sharp peak observed at around 15 µm, also visible as a vertical line in Fig. 6 (a) for all angles
is attributed to the measurement system’s noise and thus should be ignored.
5. Conclusion

In conclusion, we made detailed study of doped InP as a plasmonic material. InP:Si was
grown by MOVPE and the growth conditions were optimized to increase the free electron
concentration. The Drude-Lorentz dielectric function was used to calculate the reflectance
from the grown samples and its parameters were found by fitting the calculated reflectance
with the measurement results. It appeared that highly doped InP has a reasonably long
propagation length. The figures of merit for InP:Si calculated according to Eqs. (5) and (6)
are among the highest for wavelengths over 10 µm due to the small imaginary part of the
permittivity for the mid-IR regime. We confirmed experimentally existence of mid-IR surface
plasmons at highly doped InP:Si/air and highly doped InP:Si/low doped InP:S interfaces.
Measured SPPs dispersion is in a good agreement with simulations based on the fitted
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dielectric function. We fabricated an InP:Si grating and characterized diffraction of light in
different orders. Appearance of the orders prohibited by the conventional Bragg law
manifests the efficient SPPs assistance in light diffraction on plasmonic gratings.
Thus, doped InP can be added to the nomenclature of potential plasmonic materials for the
mid-IR regime.
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